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STAT~ffiNT OF PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to prepare an annotated 
bibliography of instructional materials on Christmas customs 
in other lands. 
In recent years, a need has arisen in our schools to 
teach mo r e about the habits and customs of people in other 
lands. This has been brought about because many people have 
come to our shores from war-ravaged countries. 
In 1950 The National Education Association published 
Christmas Throughout the World, 1 a bibliography of instruc-
tional aids on Christmas customs in other lands. The present 
study adds items not included in the original bibliography 
that were published prior to 1949, as well as the more recent 
audio-visual materials. 
lchristmas Throughout the World. Washington, D. C.: 
National Education Association;-1950. 5 pp. 
2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The approach of the Christmas season finds many 
teachers pressed for time to secure instructional materials 
for use in the classroom. Time is of the essence and many 
hours are consumed in search of books, plays, and audio-
visual material pertinent to the subject. 
The use of this bibliography will ease the burden of 
securing suitable material on the subject. 
The Christmas season is inaugurated commercially-
wise soon after Thanksgiving and children of all age groups 
become aware of the excitement that the holiday brings. 
There is almost a month of school days during which spirits 
are highly inquisitive and what better season of the year 
to introduce the customs of other lands during social 
studies periods? \'lesley and Adamsl say, 
The _elementary school is the melting pot of America. 
To it go the children of all the people, natives and im-
migrants, rich and poor, educated and illiterate. With-
in its walls the children learn to live and work and 
play together. The children recognize merit and choo se 
their leaders without consciousness of race, color, or 
religion. 
l wesley, Edgar Bruce and Mary A. Adams, Teaching 
Social Studies in the Elementary Schools. Boston: D. C. 
Heath Company, I94o:- P. 3. 
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At Christmas when the spirit of good will toward each 
other permeates the air an interest in the holiday obser-
vances of their friends whose pa.r.ents come from other lands 
' 
can be awakened by an alert teacher who avails herself of 
some of the published materials on these customs. Storml 
says, 
Our aim in the celebration of these holidays and 
special days is to create in the children a feeling 
or spirit for the day. This spirit of the day is 
something which cannot be given to us by la:w; it is 
something that must become a part of us. Therefore in 
the schools the teacher should aim to provide an at-
mosphere that will tend to develop the right attitudes 
and activities for the observance of these days. Each 
teacher sho.uld determine what activities will be of the 
most vital interest to her .particular group and which 
will lead to a happy and wholesome atti t ·ude toward the 
day. 
Almost all of the subjects taught in the schools can 
find a parallel in some phase of the celebration of Christ-
mas. Spelling, language arts, music, art and science are 
all integrated with the celebration of the holiday. 
Each class is individual with each member an in-
dividual in his own right. The teacher should recognize 
the differences and treat each one with consideration for 
his background and his family's observance of Christmas. 
lstorm, Grace E., The . Social .Studies in~ Primary 
Grades. New York: Lyoi+S and Carnahan, 1931. pp. 560-561. 
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Allen1 states that 
The teacher needs to know how geographic, economic, 
religious and social ideas affect the lives of children 
and their parents. He should appreciate the contribu-
tions of his O\in and different cultural groups to our 
nation and to our world. 
To bring a world wide Christmas into the classroom 
we have many instructional aids to assist us. These aids 
may all come under one general classification: namely, 
audio-visual materials. . Wesley and AdamJ· say, 
Interpreted broadly, the term audio-visual materials 
includes all materials read, observed, or heard. Even 
the pages of the textbook and the remarks of the teach-
er can logically be included. 
Visual and auditory materials include: still pic-
tures, projected and unprojected; maps and globes; 
graphs and charts; models and objects; motion pictures, 
silent and sound; recordings and transcriptions; pos-
ters and cartoons.j 
Each of these has its place in learning of the Christ-
mas customs of other lands. As the holiday approaches each 
child has his own ideas as to how he can learn of the way 
Christmas is celebrated in other lands. The good reader 
lAllen, Jack. Editor. The Teacher of the Social 
Studies. 23rd Yearbook. Washington, D. c.:- National 
Council for Social Studies, 1952. p. 21 
2wesley, Edgar Bruce and Mary A. Adams. Teaching 
Social Studies in the Elementary Schools. Boston: D. C. 
Heath and Company,-r94o. p. 234. 
3Loc. cit. 
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may learn much more by studying pictures, watching films 
and listening to music. Wesley and Adams1 say, 
The poor reader is often capable of remembering and 
interpreting the facts he gains through pictures, mov-
ing pictures, and t he radio. He sometimes becomes an 
active participant if he can learn history or geography 
through such aids and thus escape the strain of wrest-
ling with abstract symbols on the printed page. Con-
stant use of the audio-visual materials provide him with 
such opportunities. 
A child who is a good reader has an interest in read-
ing and may in a municipal library find a wealth of Christ-
mas stories to enjoy and he, therefore is able to contribute 
much to the classroom activities during this season. Weekes2 
states that 
It must not be ignored that the poets, story writers 
and dramatists as well as the other creative artists of 
tomorrow are school children of today. The school, as 
the most effective agency of education, should assume 
more responsibility than it has for the development of 
creative ability. 
There are many professional and non~professional 
magazines and periodicals that are publishing stories of 
the holiday in other lands. This subject. has taken on new 
meaning to the American people since \'lorld Wars I and II, 
l we sl ey, Edgar Bruce and ~Iary A. Adams. Teachin.e: 
Social Studies in the Elementary Schools. Boston: D. C. 
Heath and Company,l:946. p. 234. 
2vleekes, Blanche E. Literature and the Child. New 
York: Silver, Burdett Company, 1935. p. 11. 
s 
and the editors and publishers of these periodicals have 
answered the need with many stories that are listed in the 
annotated bibliography. Teachers who want to keep up with 
this demand might find it worthwhile to consult the Reader's 
Guide for articles not listed in the bibliograppy. 
Carr and Risingerl say, 
The social studies teacher enjoys at least one ad-
vantage ~v~r teachers in most other fields in that this 
field is particularly dynamic, vigorous, and expanding. 
Its geographical, historical and intellectual frontiers 
are continually being expanded. Its concern with people 
give it a vitality frequently lacking in other studies. 
Children enjoy dramatizing what they have read or 
seen. This is especially true at Christmas when they see so 
much display and so many commercial establishments become 
adorned and costumed with the magic of the holiday. 
Fraser2 says, 
Dramatic plays will be especially important in the 
elementary school. Scenes illustrating how people lived 
in a certain setting (chronological or geographical), 
how a process (such as transporting goods by truck) is 
carried on, etc., may be developed. 
The development of a unit embraces a wide scope. 
lcarr, Edwin R. and Robert G. Risinger. The Teacher 
of the Social Studies. 23rd Yearbook, National Council for 
Social Studies, Washington., D. C.:l952. pp. 180-181 
2Fraser, Dorothy McClure. The Teacher of the Social 
Studies. 2)rd Yearbook, National Council for Social Studies, 
Washington, D. C. 1952. p. 129 
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lVIany activities could be carried on in connection with a 
world-wide Christmas in the classroom. Dolls of many lands 
could be made, maps and graphs illustrating the origins of 
many of our Christmas customs are all interesting features 
of the holiday. 
Wesley and Adams1 state that 
The activities in which pupils engage in their study 
of a unit are equal in importance to the factual content. 
Indeed, without them the content is inert and lifeless. 
By writing, constructing, reporting, debating, cooperat-
ing, discussing, reading, and organizing the pupils gains 
command of the content and uses it to reach understand-
ing. 
There is no other holiday in the year that has at its 
disposal so much and such varied material. 
There are now available an increasing number of films 
and filmstrips, some in color, some in black and white that 
are most appealing to children because they give significance 
to ways of life in distant lands. 
Hartley2 says, 
Motion pictures give pupils a realistic insight in-
to the movements and sounds of the world around them, 
or through dramatic reenactment, they may view events 
which took place in ages past. 
l wesley, Edgar Bruce and Mary A. Adams. Teaching 
Social Studies in the Elementary Schools. Boston: D. c. 
Heath and Company,-r946. p. 167. 
2Hartley, William B. Social Studies 
Children. Curriculum Series, Number five. 






There are some recordings, songs, and carol books in-
eluded in this bibliography. All of the published Christ-
mas music would consume volumes but it is hoped that the 
musical bibliography will aid the reader to find some suit-
able material. Children seek music when they are in a gay 
mood and perhaps at no other time of the year do so many 
people sing and listen to so many different songs in many 
languages. 
Fraser1 says, 
trKnowing People Through Music" presentations may be 
planned. A student (or committee) may select recordings 
of folksongs, and other type of mucic, to illustrate the 
period or topic being studied. The committee may learn 
to sing appropriate songs for the class, or may teach 
certain ones to the rest of the class. In each case, 
an explanation of the significance of the music should 
be given by the reporter. 
A wide-awake teacher will keep abreast of the forth-
coming radio and television programs and select the ones she 
thinks best adapted for the needs of her class. Each year 
more programs are offering holiday selections with a foreign 
background for viewers and listeners to enjoy. 
The first bibliography is a list of the books and 
other sources on Christmas customs in other lands. Some 
Fraser, Dorothy McClure. The Teacher of the Social 
Studies. 23rd Yearbook, National Council for Social Studies. 
Washington, D. C., 1952. p. 129. 
material that has been examined has been omitted because of 
its antiquity and lack of appeal. 
The second bibliography is a list of materials, audio 
and visual, that has been reviewed and deemed worthy of men-
tion. 
In conclusion, it has been suggested by librarians 
that teachers and other interested people reserve any mater-
ial desired not later than November first of the year it is 
to be used. 
:10 
PROCEDURE 
This bibliography includes audio-visual materials on 
Christmas customs and celebrations throughout the world. The 
bibliography published by the National Education Association! 
was used for guidance in assembling this bibliography. 
Many sources were used in the search for the various 
items listed in these pages. 
The Wilson Library Bulletin and ~ Horn ~ were 
used because of their annotated book lists for children. 
The sections devoted to Christmas in the Subject Index 
for Primary Grades and the Subject Index for Intermediate 
Grades were also valuable sources. 
The free material was obtained from the various tourist 
agencies suggested in the chapter on materials in Social Studies 
for Older Children. 
Radio Corporation of America and the Annotated List of 
Phonograph Records provided many record titles that have a 
foreign theme as well as the popular recordings. 
The Filmstrip Guide and Educational Film Guide were 
consulted in order to secure the origin of the films and 
filmstrips that have been included. 
lchristmas Throughout the viorld. Washington, D. C.: 
National Education Associatio~l950. 5 pp. 
All material has been carefully examined and with the 
exception of some of the films, filmstrips, and recordings 
are available at the Boston Public Library and the City Library 
in Lowell, I~ssachusetts. 
Data Collected 
Each item was read or viewed with consideration as to 
its worth for inclusion on Christmas cus.toms in other lands. 
Some items include material on early American Christ-
mas customs as well as foreign customs and appear with an an-
notation because it is now a part of the history of Christmas. 
It is impossible to include all that has been written 
of this inspiring season. The study of Christmas customs in 
widely separated countries introduces many differences but 
all have a basic similarity. The spirit and wonder of Christ-
mas is for all who accept its true significance. 
This bibliography is prepared for use by teachers who 
wish to find material on Christmas customs and celebrations 
in other lands as an aid to world understandings. 
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Becker, Iviay Lamberton, The Home Book of Christmas. New York: 
Dodd, Mead and Company,-r941:--?4o-pp. 
An anthology that follows t he events of the celebration 
of Christmas beginning with the first Christmas Eve. 
Chapters include Christmas Eve, The Shepherds, The ~~gi, 
The Preparation, The Great Day. Countries represented 
are Poland, Germany, Bulgaria, France, Italy, Russia, 
England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Czecho-
slovakia. Songs, carols, folk tales from these countries 
explain the customs of Christmas trees, stockings and 
gifts. Grades 7-12. 
Cavanah, Frances. Favorite Christmas Stories. New York: 
Grosset and Dunlap, 1941. 274 pp. 
A collection of Christmas stories, poems, and legends, 
old and new. Five pages on Yuletide customs in many 
lands. Stories of England, Norway, Germany. Chapters 
on Santa Claus and fun and magic of the holiday. 
Grades 4-9. 
Chambers, Maria Cristina. The .Three Kings. New York: 
Oxford University Press. 39 pp. 
The Three Kings bring gifts to children in Spain on 
January sixth but during five years of war they had not 
visited the little village of Gatablanca. A little boy, 
~~nuelito, who had lost his parents in the war lived in 
a foster home with several other war orphans. Through 
his efforts to rekindle the holiday spirit the reader 
sees Spain reviving the customs and fiestas of happier 
days. Presents a good picture of Spanish life. Illus-
trated by Janice Holland. Grades 4-6. 
Crampton, Gertrude. The Golden Christmas Book. New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1947. 47 PP• 
Two Christmas stories describing celebrations in France 
and England. Toinette and the . Elves and The Cratchits' 
Christmas Dinner. Words and music are included for ten 
of the most popular carols. Illustrated by Corinne 
~~lvern. Grades 1-3. 
:16 
Crespi, Pachita. Gift of the Earth. New York: Charles 
Scr ibner's Sons;-I946. 30 PP• 
Jo~e the father of a poor Costa Rican family who are 
faced with a giftless Christmas found an Indian grave 
doll in the earth. Antonia, the mother, fixed the doll 
in order to have a gift for their children. Months 
later the doll brought another treasure to the family. 
The story is excellent social studies material at an 
elementary level as it depicts the every-day life of 
a Costa Rican family. Illustrated by the author. 
Grades 4-6. 
Dalgleish, Alice. Christmas. New York: Charles Scribner 's 
Sons, 1951. 244 pp. 
A revised edition of a favorite Christmas book. The 
stories are varied in such a way as to provide a well-
rounded picture of the holiday. A chapter is devoted to 
Christmas customs. Stories of celebrations in France, 
Holl and, Germany, Swederi, Poland, Nova Scotia, England 
and Costa Rica. ~~ny of these stories are writt en with 
the home as a background and portray every-day life in 
these countries. Grades 4-6 . 
Dickens, Charles. A Christma s Carol. New York: John c. 
Winston Company, 1938. 130 pp. 
A new illustrated edition of the classic Christmas story. 
A story over a hundred years old still lives in t he hearts 
of people the world over. Illustrated by Everett Shinn. 
Grades 4-12. 
Douglas, George Willi~~. The American Book of Days. New York: 
The H. W. \vil son Company, 1941. 697 pp.- . 
Revised by Helen Douglas Compton. Eight pages describe 
origins of our best-known customs. Information on every 
holiday by calendar year. The Germans and English are 
combined in a thumbnail history of the origins of Christ-
mas customs. Grades 4-12. 
Fenner, Phyllis R. Feasts and Frolics. New York: Alfred 
Knopf, 1949 • . 158 pp. 
Three Christmas sto~ies; the first is about a little boy 
celebrating his first Christmas in Australia, another is 
a story about Christmas in old England which provides a 
moral. The third is a story of the Gypsies who shelter-
ed the Holy Family on · the Infant's first birthday . 
Grades 4-6. 
Gaer, Joseph. Holidays Around the World. Boston: Little, 
Bro~m and Company, 1953. 2uo-pp. 
Stories of holiday customs and celebrations of many lands. 
Seven pages of condensed information on Christmas customs 
of many lands. Informative material on the origins of 
holiday customs of the many religious sects that is high-
ly interesting to world-minded children. Native words 
are explained in the text . Grades 4-9. 
Harper, Wilhelmina. Merl~ Christmas To Youl 
Dutton and Company, 35. 276 pp. . 
Ne-vv York: E. p • 
An anthology of Christmas stories to delight children. 
Stories of Germany, Poland, France, Scandinavia and Eng-
land by such famous authors as Eric Kelly, Ruth Sawyer, 
Selma Lagerlof and many others. .Twenty-three holiday 
stories. Grades 4-9. 
Haugan, R. E. Christmas Annual. Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing House, 1950. 72 pp. 
History of candlemaking and various uses of candles 
throughout the world. Customs and legends of England, 
Sweden, Bavaria, France, Poland, Norway and early America. 
A story of a little French boy who kept Christmas in his 
heart. Words and music of little known carols of France, 
Czechoslovakia, Holland, Germany and Poland. Beautiful 
illustrations by staff artists. Pictures of people in 
costumes of their country. Grades 4-12. 
1_8 
Haugan, R. E. Christmas Annual. Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing.House, 1953. 68 pp. 
Stories depicting the history of the Bells of Christmas 
and The Danish Christmas Plates. Origins or-some of our 
popular carols and an entertaining story of Christmas in 
Ukraine. The carols selected for this issue are tradi-:-
tional. 
Dutch: 0 Christmas Babe. 
Polish: Midst The Deep Silence. 
Flemish: A Child Has Been Born. 
Czechoslovakian: All This Night. 
French: Angels We Have Heard On High. 
American: Go Tell It On The Mountain. (Spiritual) 
Chinese: Stars Of Ice. 
Illustrated by staff artists. These holiday books are 
an addition to a school library. Grades 4-12. 
Jackson, Joseph H. The Christmas Flower. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1951 • . 31 PP• 
Subject of this book is our favorite Christmas flower, 
the poinsettia. Pablo, a poor Mexican boy, had no gift 
for the manger. Bringing a gift to the manger at Christ-
mas is a Mexican custom. Pablo was scoffed at by the 
other children for bringing such a lowly gift but his 
humble generosity was rewarded as they saw the miracle 
of the flower as it came to life in the church. 
Illustrated by Tom Lea. · Grades 4-6. 
Kelly, Eric P. In Clean Hay. New York: The ~~cmillan 
Company, 1953. 32 pp. 
Poland is the setting for this Christmas story. A folk 
tale of Polish children who present their Szopka Krakow-
aka (a puppet show) in Krakow. Tells about three child-
ren who participate in the reenactment of a real nativi-
ty story that is full of the spirit of Christmas so ap-
pealing to children. Illustrated by Maud and Miska 
Petersham. Grades 4-6. 
Kelly, Eric P. The Christmas Nightingale. New York: The 
Macmillan Company, l932. 73 pp. 
Three Polish Christmas stories. In Clean Hay is one of 
the stories. Its popularity has caused ti to be included 
in a great many other collections. The two other stories 
are ~ Christmas Nightingale and Anetka's Carol. All of 
the stories treat the holiday customs and celebrations of 
Poland in an interesting manner. Illustrated by Marguerite 
de Angel. Grades 4-6. 
Lagerlof, Selma. The Legend of The Christmas Rose. New 
York: Doubleday and Dor~ Inc., 1942. 3u-pp. 
A recent printing of a book copyrighted in 1910. The 
generally acc~pted story of how the Christmas Rose be-
came one of the symbols of the holiday. Grades 4-6. 
Lovelace, Maud H. The Trees Kneel at Christmas. New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1951:- 128 pp. 
A Syrian family who have come to America to live keep 
many of the Syrian customs and as the story unfolds a 
good insight into these customs is revealed. The be-
lief that trees kneel on Christmas Eve is one of the 
chief holiday stories that are passed from one gener-
ation to another. After hearing the story from her 
grandmother a little Syrian girl, Afify, went to 
Prospect Park in Brooklyn at midnight on Christmas. 
Because of a sleet storm her belief came true and the 
trees knelt. Grades 4-6. 
Menotti, Gian-Carlo. Amahl and The N~ Visitors. 
York: Vlliittlesey House, 1952. ~. 
New 
An adaptation by Frances Frost of Gian-Carlo's opera, 
Amahl and The ~ight Visitors. Amahl, a crippled shep-
herd boy, is v sited by the Three Kings on their way to 
Bethlehem, and his simple gift to the Christ Child be-
got him a miraculous gift in return. The opera, pro-
duced on television for two years has become very pop-
ular. Reading this book will tend to make children un-
derstand the program when they view it. Illustrated by 
Caldecott Award winner, Roger Duvoisin. Grades 4-6. 
f . 
Olcott, Frances Jenkins. Good Stories for Great Holidays. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company. ~l pp. 
Sixty-six pages of Christmas stories. The Legend of The 
Christmas Rose, The Stranger Child and The Wooden Shoes 
of Little worff. France, Germany, Scandinavia and Eng-
land represented. Grades 4-12. 
Pannell, Lucile, Frances Cavanah. Holiday Round-££. Phila-
delphia: Macrae Smith Company, 1950. 329 pp. 
Included are stories of ·all holidays from the New Year 
to Christmas. Twenty-one pages are devoted to Christmas 
and in the group is ]Qg Pedro's Christmas by Eric Kelly. 
This is a story of a little girl and a burro and the 
celebration of Christmas in l\tlexico. Grades 4-12. 
Pauli, Hertha. Silent Night. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1943. 81 pp. 
History of the famous carol written by Joseph Mohr and 
Franz Gruber. Traces the carol from its origin in Aus-
tria and its subsequent acceptance throughout the world. 
All children the world over sing nsilent Night " trans-
lated into their own languages. Written the year the 
song celebrated its one hundred twenty-fifth birthday. 
Illustrated by Fritz Kredel. Grades 4-6. 
Pauli, Hertha. St. Nicholas' Travels. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, l945 • . 105 pp. 
Traces the life of St. Nicholas of Myra who, after many 
centuries of travelling the world over under various 
names and using .many modes of transportation finally 
reached America. Here he is supposed to have founded a 
city, New York, and has become our San~a Claus. A true 
biography, weaving legend and fact into a fascinating 
and informative story. Illustrated by Susanne Subd. 
Grades 4-6. 
Pauli, Hertha. The Story of The Christmas Tree. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company,-r944. 69 pp. 
A story of the first Christmas tree to be set up in a 
church in Cleveland, Ohio. The people's disapproval of 
the tree at Christmas led the pastor to make a study of 
the history of; Chri.stmas trees. · As his study nears a 
climax the custom of Christmas trees in countries of 
Europe give an accurate picture of Europeans who brought 
their customs with them to America. A good explanation 
of the observance of Christmas in America a century ago. 
Grades 4-6. · 
Posselt, Eric, Editor. The World's Greatest Christmas Stories. 
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1950. 426 pp. 
Many stories of the holiday ovservances in Austria, Bel-
gium, Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, England, 
Finland, France, Germany, Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzer-
land and Yugoslavia. Summarizes the customs of these 
countries and contains folk stories that are told and re-
told in the various localities. Grades. 9-12. 
Pringle, Mary P., Clara A. Urban. Yuletide in Manb Lands. 
Boston: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, 191 • 201 pp. 
Short stories of Christmas customs in many lands. Begins 
with ancient celebrations and includes England, Germany, . 
Scandinavia, Russia, France, Italy, Spain and colonial 
America. This book was published prior to World War I · 
and because of chaotic world conditions since the time 
of publication many of the customs described have be-
come obsolete.- However, it provides a good historical 
background for recall of customs that have become a part 
of the Christi~n heritage. Several foreign terms are in-
cluded but do not detract from the stories because enough 
is told in simple vocabulary that an average reader can 
understand the meaning. Grades 4-9. 
Rounds, Ruth . Saint Santa Claus. New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1951. 128 pp . 
Barry, a boy from Boston, on his way to spend Christmas 
with his parents in Switzerland, is involved in a plane 
crash in the Alps. His rescue, aided by Brother Klaus, 
the beloved Swiss Saint Klaus, is entwined in a very de-
scriptive story of how people live in the chalet·S' in the 
Alps . Illustrated by ~~label Jones Woodbury. Grades 4-6. 
Sawyer , Ruth. The Christmas Anna-Angel. New York: The Viking 
Press, 1944. 4~ PP• 
A good picture of what the Austrians suffered during the 
war but still held on to their courage and faith. Anna , 
a little girl of Austria, who has had three drab Christ-
mases puts her trust in her Anna-Angel hoping to bring 
the ·holiday celebration back to her home. Her faith 
makes her desire a reality and the custom of Christmas 
cake is r~vived in her home. Illustrated by Kate Ser edy. 
Grades 4-6. 
Sawyer , Ruth. The g§ng Christmas. 
Press, 1946. 2 pp. 
New York: The Viking 
Stories and legends from many lands. Spain, Isle of N~n, 
Ireland, Finland, Austria, France, and England. Some are 
fairy stories and others are legends. Most of the stories 
are not found in any of the other anthologies. Illustrat-
ed by Valenti Angelo. Grades 4-9. 
Sawyer , Ruth. ~ Way to Christmas. New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1944. 175 PP• 
A fanciful story of a little American boy whose parents 
have left him in the care of an Irish couple who live in 
the mountains. As he becomes acquainted with his neigh-
bors some favorite Christmas stories are told. Stories 
of Spain, Ireland, Germany, Holland and the rJiediterranean 
countries. A book that leaves the reader with the rich 
feeling that Christmas lives in the hearts of men the 
world over. Grades 4-9. 
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Seignobose, Francoise. Noel for J eanne-lVIarie. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953~ 67 pp. 
Jeanne-Marie, a little French girl who lives in Southern 
France is too poor to own any shoes to leave for Father 
Christmas to fill. How she overcomes the obstacle and 
secures a gift for her pet sheep, Patapon, provides an 
entertaining story of the customs of this part of France. 
Grades l-3. 
Seymour, Alta Halvorsen. Arne and The Christmas Star. 
Chicago: Wilcox and Follett Company, 1952. 112 pp. 
This is a story of life in Norway, of its fjords and 
fijends, of a little boy enjoying Norwegian sports, win-
ter and summer, culminating in a vivid description of Nor-
wegian Christmas customs. It tells of the freighter 
"Stjerne" or "Christmas Star" bearing gifts and other 
good things for the villages up and down the fjords and 
of Arne doing his part in guiding the boat safely to port 
in the midst of heavy seas. A very happy story. Grades 4-~ 
Seymour, Alta Halvorsen. A Grandma for Christmas. Phila-
delphia: The Westminster Press, 1946. 134 pp. 
Gunnuf Roland, a Norwegian boy, whose excitement over 
Christmas made him live the spirit of Christmas. His 
generosity caused him to invite an old Norwegian woman 
to his home for Christmas in order that she shouldn't 
spend the holiday alone. Living habits; food, recreation, 
and work of a Nor\'Tegian family are described. Recipes 
for No~1egian food and a glossary of Norwegian words are 
included. Illustrated by Janet Smalley and Jeanne McLary. 
Grades 4-6. 
Seymour, Alta Halvorsen. The Christmas Donkey. Chicago: 
Wilcox and Follett Company, 1953. 128 pp. 
A story of a French boy whose parents were killed in the 
war and who was given a home by a woman he calls "Grand-
maman". As he plans a special gift for his Grandmaman 
the custom of making santons for the creche is described. 
The description of his plan to earn money for his gift 
portrays daily life throughout the year. Grades 4-6. 
Seymour, Alta Halvorsen. The Christmas Stove. Chicago: 
Wilcox and Follet t Company, 1951. 94 pp. 
A story of two Swiss children who are orphaned when their 
parents are killed in a mountain avalanche. They go to 
live with an aunt and a Christmas approaches the tradi-
tional Swiss customs of celebrating Christmas are reveal-
ed. Grades 4-6. 
Simkhovith, Natasha. Merry Christmas! New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1947. S7 pp. 
Favorite stories, poems and songs of England, Spain, Rus-
sia, Holland, France, Scandinavia and America by favorite 
children's authors. Because of the profuseness of illus-
trations this book is appealing to small children. 
Stories by Charles Dickens and Nora Burglon. Grades 1-3. 
Smith, Elva Sophronia and Alice Isabel Hazeltine. The Christ-
~ Book of Legends and . Stories. New York: Lothrop, Lee 
and Shepard Company, 1944. 429 pp. 
An anthology first printed in 1915. Many favorite stories, 
poems, plays of other lands. Divided into fourteen sec-
tions. Each section includes at least one story, carol or 
poem that is a favorite in the country it represents; 
France, England, Germany, Spain, Czechoslovakia , Provence, 
Russia, Ireland and Bulgaria. There are many little known 
poems, plays, carols an~ stories about these countries 
that are not easily ac .cessible in other books. I~1aterial 
has been chosen for its reverent spirit, literary merit 
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and suitability for children and young people. Grades 4-12. 
Stifter, Adalbert. Rock Crystal. New York: Pantheon Books, 
Inc., 1945. 94 PP• 
A brother and sister . become hopelessly lost in a blinding 
snowstorm whi~e crossing an Alpine mountain on their way 
home from a visit to their grandmother. An old story, 
very descriptive of Alpine village life a hundred years 
ago. Describes method of rescue used long ago. Good 
picture of the life of a farmer and a tradesman and moun-
tain people before modern civilization reached the village. 
Grades 7-9. 
OTHER BOOKS WITH CHAPTERS ON CHRIST~lliS 
Bartusek, Libushka. rHappy Times !£ Czechoslovakia. For-
ward by Eleanor Roosevelt. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1952. 62 PP• 
Two chapters on Christmas in Czechoslovakia, that tell 
of costumes, customs and food s used at the holiday . In 
a few pages one gets a clear picture of family life in 
Czechoslovakia as it revolve s around Christmas. Grades 4-6. 
Burglon, Nora. Children of The Soil. New York: Doubleday, 
Doran and Company, !nC7,-r94~272 pp. 
'fhree chapters describe Christmas preparations and cele-
brations of a crofter family in Scandinavia. A brother 
and sister, Nicolina and Guld Klumpern, although very 
poor try to have a holi.day celebration. Their story 
tells ho\',r po~r people in Scandinavia observe the holi-
day. Grades· 4-o. 




Chicago: Beckley- Cardy 
Thirteen pages describe Christm~s in an Al pine village. 
A children's costume parade, feasting and Sami Chlaus, 
the Swiss giver of Gifts are pictured in an enj oyable 
manner. Grades 4-6. 
Kalashnikoff, Nicholas. ~Friend Yakub. New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1953. 249 pp. 
Two chapters treat customs and celebration of Christmas 
in Siberia in .happier times. Grades 7-9. 
Lownsbery, Eloise, Mart a,. The Doll. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company , 1946. lrs-pp. 
Hanka, next to the youngest in a Polish family longs for 
a doll. Her sister's sacrifice to procure the doll for 
Hanka and the ensuing adventures picture the holiday cus-
toms of the people in Poland. Grades 4-6. 
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' Sawyer, Ruth. Tono Antonio. New York: The Viking Press, 
1834. 132 PP• 
A story of a poor family in Spain. The father, Antonio, 
suffered an injury shortly before Christmas and was un-
able to tend his farm. How Tono, the second oldest in 
the family assumed the responsibility and provided a 
Christmas for his family portrays an excellent picture 
of life in a small Spanish village. Grades 4-6. 
Shannon, Monica. Dobry. New York: The Viking Press, 1934. 
176 pp. 
Nine pages tell of a little boy, Dobry, who get s his wish 
to become an artist because of his sculpture of the Nati-
vity scene tha t he makes in the new fallen snow. · Describes 
the customs and holiday preparations in Bulgaria. 
Grades 4-6. 
Sutton, Margaret. A Shepherd Boy of Australia. New York: 
Grosset and Dunlap, Inc., 1941. 191 pp. 
Thirteen pages vividly describing Christmas i n Austral ia. 
Since the holiday comes in t he summer in Austra l ia t he 
Christmas dinner i s i n t he form of a picnic~ Gifts are 
placed in pillow case s that children hang up as our 
children hang stockings. Unusual because so little has 
been written about Chri stmas in Australia. Gr ades 4-6. 
Valenti, Angela. Nino. New York: The Viking Pr ess , 1938. 
244 pp. 
Thirty-one pages describe a quiet, religious Christmas 
celebration in a village near Florence in Italy . The 
pleasure of friends spending the holiday i n a s i mple 
manner is a good protrayal of life in an Italian village. 
Grades 4-6. · 
Vreeland, Alido. Carlos ·!!!Q Conchita in Guatemala; New 
York: Aladdin Books, 1952. 152 pp. 
Fifteen pages describing a Christmas in Guatemala. Tells 
of the Christmas Eve celebration and the ceremony of 
breaking the pinata. Grades 4-6. 
POEMS AND PLAYS 
Brewton, Sara and John E. Christmas Bells Are Ringing. New 
York: ~~cmillan Company, 1952. ll4 pp. 
Ninety-six poems concerning the various aspects of Christ-
mas; some of which are about customs of other lands. 
Countries represented are Canada, Burgundy, England and 
Spain. 
Bur ack, A. S. Christmas Plays for Young Actors. Boston : 
Plays, Inc., 1950. 308 pp.---
Three plays about Christmas in other lands. 
The Broth of Christ Kindli, Eleanore Leuser. 
Terl s the story of a little Swiss boy who rec eives a visit 
· from Christ Kindli, the Swiss giver of gifts which was 
brought about by his kind acts to strangers. Delivers a 
good moral. Playing time, fifteen minutes. Five male 
and three female characters. Grades 4-6. 
Everywhere Christmas, Alice Very. 
An amusing dramatization of Mother Goose characters who 
introduce boys and girls from England, Holland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Sweden and America. Each one 
gives a brief statement concerning Christmas in the various 
countries. Playing time, fifteen minutes. Fifteen male 
and nine female characters. Grades 1-3. 
Silent Night, Leslie Hollingworth. 
Sett~ng in Oberdorf; dramatization of the circumstances 
which caused one of our best loved carols to be writ t en. 
Gives an insight into how Christmas is celebrated in a 
religious manner in an Austrian village. Playing time, 
t wenty-five minutes. Four male and five female chara c-
t ers. Grades 7-12. 
Also included is a radio and stage version of Charles 
Dickens' famous classic, A Christmas Carol. Adapted for 
stage and radio by Walter Hackett. Both versions require 
nineteen male characters and five female characters. 
Playing time, thirty minutes. Two scenes. 
Featured also are three plays depicting the Birth of Christ. 
One at each level; primary, elementary and junior high. 
Emurian , Ernest K. Plays !!!!£!, Pageants for Many Occasions , 
Boston: W. A. VJ ilde Company, 19 53. ---r9 2 pp. 
Two Christmas plays. The first is based on the poem, 
"Twas the Ni ght Before Christmas". 'rhe second, ttChrist-
mas Traditions", enacts ways of celebrating the holiday 
in Germany, Italy, Ireland, England and France. 
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Schauffler, Robert H., A. P. Sanford. Plays for Qg£ American 
Holidays. New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1950 351 pp. 
Four plays about Christmas customs in- other lands. 
~Lady's Yuletide. Isabelle M. Meaker and Eleanor Ellis 
Perkins. · 
A long play (thirty-five pages) • l<'ifty minutes playing 
time. The holiday customs of old England. Demonstration 
of the poor and rich celebrating Christmas as one family. 
Grades 9-12. 
Ten Fingers 2f Francois. A Christmas play of Provence. 
Emphasizes the importance of the creche in the observance 
of Christmas. Grades 4-6. 
The Boy QB the Meadow. Ethel Van Der Veer. n 
F'ounded on an old German legend of the Christ vhild. 
Grades 4-6. 
Maid of France. Harold Brighthouse. 
Describes the celebration of Christmas in France after 
\'iorld -;ar I. Grades 7-9. 
Thoburn, Jean. Away in A Manger. New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1942. 94 pp. 
A collection of seventy-one poems and carols. 'rranslations 
of Czech, French, German and Russian poems and carols. 
Many unfamiliar but appealing. Grades 4-12. 
SONG BOOKS 
Cunningham, Dellwyn, Illustrator. The Big Treasure Book of 
Christmas. New York: Grosset and Dunlap. 24 pp:-- --
Included because of illustrations for children in lower 
grades to enjoy. Words and music for simple and popular · 
carols. An abbreviated story of Tiny Tim and The Fir 
Tree. Two pages tell of customs in many countries. 
Sweden, Switzerland, Norway, Holland, France and Italy 
represented. Grades 1-3. 
Karasz, Ilonka, Illustrator. The Twelve Day6 Q! Christmas. 
New York: Harper and Brothers, 19~9. 2 pp. 
A small book containing full page illustrations of each 
one of the verses of the famous English song describing 
the Twelve Days between Christmas and Twelfth Night. 
Words and music for the song are printed at the end of 
the book. Grades 4-9. 
Kramme, Torstein 0. The Christmas Carolers' Book in Son~ and 
Story. Chicago: Hall and McCreary Company, 1935. 0 pp. 
Seventy-three carols, words and music, and a short story 
about each carol, its author and history. German, French 
English, Swedish, Italian, Danish, Medieval and American 
carols included. Many are little known but are desirable 
for a world-wide Christmas program. Grades 7-12. 
Landeck, Beatrice. Songs to Gro1-v- On. New York: \'lilliam 
Sloane Associates, Inc., 1950. 125 pp. 
Nineteen pages of little known holiday songs for children 
with accompanying music. Nine songs, six with rhythm 
band accompaniment. Grades 1-3. 
Included are: 
German: 0 Christmas Tree 
English: Dame Get Up 
Lullaby: All The Pretty Little Horses 
Spiritual: Band Of Angels 
Hannukah: Let Us Light The Candles 
English: I Saw Three Ships 
French: Pat-a-Pan 
Spiritual: The Story Of Twelve 
Spiritual: Rise Up Shepherd And Follow 
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Wheeler, Opal. .§!!!.g· For Christmas. 
Inc., 1946. I27 PP• 
New York: E. P. Dutton, 
Stories of twenty-four carols and songs. Including words 
and music for twenty-eight of the best-known carols. Il-




Applebee, Blanche. "Station Kris Comes to School.n Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXXl. 4:26. December, 1953. 
A play, easy to produce, in which the characters explain 
the origin of some of our customs; the use of tree s , 
giving of gifts, use of holly and history of some carols . 
Intermediate grades. 
Applegate, B. M. "Pedro's Christmas Flower." The Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXVll. 3: November, 1950. 
A short story of Dr. John Poinsett, an American ambassador 
to Mexico and how he happened to introduce the favorite 
Christmas flower, the poinsettia to America. 
Asbrand, Karin. 
Vol. LXlll. 
"Christmas is a Pageant." The Instr uctor . 
4:27. December, 1953. 
An article showing how the Christmas story could be pro-
duced using the way it i s celebrated in other lands. No 
material supplied but suggestions as to procedure stated. 
Baldwin, Faith. "Christmas Has Taught JVi:e This." Good House-
keeping. Vol. XXXV . 6:39. December, 1952. 
Brief article describing Christmas in Australia and in 
the tropics, mainly dealing with the meaning of Christ-
mas wherever celebrated. 
Bogue, Lucile Ivlaxfield. "Silver Bells!' The Instructor. 
Vol. LXl. 4:49. December, 1952. 
An Austrian folk tune with words and arrangements for 
voice, with rhythm band accompaniment that may be used. 
Buck, Pearl S. "Room in the Inn." Ladies' Home Journal. 
Vol. Xll. 12:34. December, 1950 . 
A special feature by this well-known author in which she 
tells of bringing English-American Christmas customs to 
a settlement house for children in China. 
Buzzell, Ann M. "Th Man on t he Street Interviews Christmas 
Shoppers . " The ~nstrUotor. Vol . LXll, 4:38. Dec. 1952. 
A play for gi:"ad 6 ; a man with a microphone interviews 
Christmas shoppers a sking them the origins of t raditional 
customs and the a~swers explain why trees, green s, gifts, 
holly, mince pie, carols and candles are some of the 
standardized features of Christmas. 
Daniels, Elva s. "The Wassail Song." 'fhe Instructor. 
Vol. LXlll. 4:35. December 1953. 
Words and music for this old English carol. 
"Everywhere, Everywhere Christmas Tonight." The Grade 'reacher. 
Vol. LXX , 4:34. December 1952. 
Two pages of illustrations showing Christmas customs in 
Scotland, France, Bavaria, Sweden and England. 
Harston, Hazel T. "Iv1artin Luther's Cradle Hymn. u The Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXXl. 4:49. December, 1953. 
A play for grades 4-12. Scene in Luther's home. Tells 
of how Luther, after reading the Bible to his children . 
was inspired to write this popular Christmas song. · 
Harston, Hazel T. "The Story of ' Silent Night '." The Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXX . 4:38. December 1952. . 
A play explaining how Joseph Mohr of Austria happened to 
write one of our best-kno~n carols. For Upper gradBs. 
Marek, George. 1'Chri stmas Music. n Good Housekeeping . 
Vol. XXXlll. 6:116. December, I95I'. 
A brief history of popular carols; Silent Ni ght , Away in 
a Ivlanger, 0 Little 'l'own of Bethlehem, God Rest Yon, l.vlerry 
Gentlemen, We Three Kings of Orient Are, I t Came Upon the 
Midnight Clear, The First Noel. 
Iv:iarek, George. 
Vol. XXXV. 
"A Musical December 25th." Good Housekeeping. 
6:101. December, 1952. 
An article encouraging music in the home, suggesting sing...; · 
ing these less familiar songs: Fum, Fum, Fum, (Spanish). 
0 Sanctissima, (Sicily). What Child is This? (English). 
Coventry Carol, (English). Shepherds' Carol, Patapan , 
y Dancing Day, Go 'rell it on the Mountain. 
Markevitch, Zoia. "The Christmas Minuet." The Instructor. 
Vol • . LX. 4:16. December, 1950. 
A story for upper-grade pupils about Mozart and how he 
happened to write "The Christmas Minuet." 
Nash, Grace C. 
Vol. LXll. 
"Jack's Christmas Tree." The Instruct or. 
4:59. December, 1952. 
An elementary grade story of how an American boy living 
in the Philippines tried to have an American Christmas 
with all the trimmings for his little brother. 
Nash, Grace C. 
Vol. LXll. 
"The Mysterious Package." The Instructor. 
4:36. December 1952. 
A play for grades 4-6 describing what happened to an 
American family whose generosity to an Austrian family 
brought them gifts from the family at Christmas. 
Noon, Elizabeth F. "The Golden Cup." The Instructor . 
Vol. LXll. 4:17. December, 1952. 
A story of French goldsmiths who were chosen to make the 
cup used at Christmas Communion Service. It stresses the 
seriousness with which the boy a pprentices attacked their 
work and is an excellent explanation of the process of 
refining gold before the advancement of science. 
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Osborne, Chester G. "'rhe Twenty- Fourth Candle." The 
Instructor. Vol. LXll. 4:32. December 1952.---
A play for grades 4-6 introducing an interesting seasonal 
custom of Sweden explaining why a candle is lit each even-
ing from December 1, to December 24. 
Peat tie , Donald Culross. "Let's Make 'I'his the Best Christ-
mas Yet." Good Housekeeping. Vol. XXXlll. 6 :49 
December, 1951. 
A short article telling of the origins of many of our 
holiday customs. 
Short, Don . "Take That Holiday Journey." The Grade Teacher . 
Vol. LXl X. 4: December, 1951. 
A two-page article for teachers telling of hol i day obser-
vances in various parts of the United States, Canada , 
Mexico, The Latin Countries and Bermuda. 
Stone , Ri gmar. "Christmas at · Sunnyhill Farm." The Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXX!. 4:51. December 
A Danish family in America celebrating Christmas combine 
American and Danish customs. In doing this the customs 
of Denmark are i ntroduced. The "Nisser " , t he sheafs of 
grain for the birds, and the foods eaten in Denmark are 
introduced. 
Thompson, Dorothy F. "Jim's Worldwide Christmas." The Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXX . 4:42. December, 1952. 
A play for intermediate grades wherein children from 
Holland, Sweden, Iceland, Italy, France, Aus tralia and 
Mexico explain to an unbelieving American boy the customs 
and beliefs of their respective lands. 
r.:: 
._ .. ")-
Williamson, Flo Ouida. 
Vol. LXXl. 4:4$. 
"Come and Worship." 
December, 1953. 
Grade •reacher. 
A pageant for all grades, depicting the Nativity, and how 
all nations worship at this time. Swiss, Greek, Scandi-
navian, Scotch, Chinese, Spanish, Iviexican, Dutch, Eskimo 
and American Indian included. Iviore material woul d need 
to be supplied by the teacher, although the idea is good. 
Wilson, Virginia. "Viewing Christmas in Other Lands." The 
Instructor. Vol. LXl 4:54. December, 1951. 
A pageant for children from Grades 1-6. Music used for 
dances obtained from phono gr a ph records. An American 
family views a television program as a commentator ex-
plains the customs of Holland, France, Italy, Germany, 
England, iv1exico while carollers sing a favorite carol 
of each country. 
Violfe, Helen. "Christmas All Over The \vorld." 'rhe Grade 
Teacher. Vol. LXlX. 4:54, December, 1951. 
A short play for intermediate grades wherein an American 
mother tells how children in Holland, Italy, Germany and 
Sweden prepare for Christmas. The stories are enacted 
by other characters in the costume of the country depicted. 
A song about children in Holland is also provided. 
3 
UNITS 
Julian, Katherine L. "Christmas Customs." No. 34. Instruct-
or Series of Illustrated Units. 
- -
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The activities suggested in this unit will give primary 
grade children an insight into the customs of Mexico, 
Germany, France and Switzerland. The middle grades will 
learn of customs in Sweden, Italy and Holland while upper 
grade pupils will learn the origin of some of our familiar 
customs. This was originally published in "The Instructor," 
December, 1935 and reprinted in the Instructor Series of 
Illustrated Units, 1940. 
Julian , Katherine L. "Christmas Music." No. 35. Instructor 
Series of Illustrated Units. 
This unit familiarizes primary children with the origin 
of many of the familiar carols while the middle grade 
pupils learn the difference between a hymn and a carol 
and learn a more reverent approach to Christmas. The 
upper grade pupils gain an appreciation of oratorios 
and operas whose theme is classical Christmas music. 
This unit was originally published in the "Instructor," 
December, 1936 and reprinted in the Instructor Series 
of Illustrated Units. 
FREE AND I NEXPENSIVE MATERIAL 
American Swedish News Exchange, Inc. 
630 Fifth Avenue 
New York 20, New York 
Three type sheets of bulletin-type print explaining 
in detail the Swedish holiday from St. Lucia Day, December 
13 to Twelfth Night. Excellent background material for 
s~cial studies teachers. · 
Christmas in Latin America. Reprinted from the Bulletin of 
the Pan-American Union, December 1944, 1945 and 1946, with 
supplementary material on Panama and a list of references. 
15 pp. 10 ¢. Brief summary of Christmas observances in Mex-
ico, Brazil, Colombia, Nicaragua, Panama. Four Latin Ameri-
can Christmas songs representing Nicaragua, Chile, Costa 
Rica and Venezuela in the native tongue. 
Danish Information Service 
5$$ Fifth Avenue 
New York 36, New York 
Five typewritten pages vividly describing the customs 
and celebrations in Denmark. Written in such a way as to pro-
vide fascinating retelling to school children in grades 3-6. 
Finnish National Travel Office 
41 East 50th -Street 
New York 52, New York 
A single mimeographed sheet containing a descriptive 
reswne on Finnish Christmats customs which would be of assis-
tance to a teacher as background material on international 
Christmas celebrations. 
German Tourist Information Service 
500 Fifth Avenue 
New York 36, New York 
Forty- seven mimeographed sheets describing all the 
f estivals celebrated annually in Germany and Bavaria. Four 
stories explaining the custom of celebrating Christmas in 
this section of Europe. 
Grace Line 
10 Hanover Square 
New York 5, New York 
Five mimeographed pages containing a detailed descrip-
tion of the holiday celebrat i ons in villages and cities of 
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru • . This is excellent material for 
use in the elementary grades because it furnishes an excellent 
comparison between northern and southern celebrations that of 
necessity vary due to climatic conditions. 
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Greek Government Office of Information 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, New York 
Five sheets describing Christmas in Greece, mostly treat-
ing the holiday as a celebration for children. Christ-
mas in the urban and rural districts are included. 
Norwegian Information Service 
Norway House 
290 ~~dison Avenue 
Ne·w York 17, New York 
Two pages of mimeographed information of observance of 
the thirteen day holiday from December 24 until January 6. 
Very brief but gives a vivid picture of ho~,r Norwegian 
children and adults enjoy the season of celebration. 
Stephen Goerl Associates, Inc. 
48 East 43rd Street 
New York 17, New York . 
Five sheets entitled trGermany is Christmas Land n describ-
ing the observance of the holiday from St. Nicholas Day, 
December 6 to Epiphany on January 6. 
Swiss National Travel Office 
10 West 49th Street 
New York 20, New York 
Eight pages, a form letter, describing the customs of 
the Swiss people as they celebrate Christmas. 
The Netherlands Information Service 
10 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, New York 
Three pages of stencilled information on the holiday 
celebrations in the Netherlands, as well as some copies 
of the Netherlands publication, "Feminine Vignettes" 
dedicated to the holiday. These copies include some 
special holiday recipes. The information sheets contain 
a graphic description of the holiday observance f rom 
Santa Claus Day, December fifth until New Year's Day. 
University of Massachusetts 
Extension Service 
Amherst, Mass. 
nchristmas Everywhere". Two booklets, thirty pages, giv-
ing a brief description of Christmas in Germany, Philip-
pine Islands, Iceland, Mexico, Poland, Sweden, Greece, 
Hawaii, Early New England and Pennsylvania Dutch. In-
cludes. poems, ~arols, and stories. A novel treatment of 
home celebrations and many ' i nteresting recipes a r e includ-
ed. Good material. 
Yugoslav Books. Y. I • . c. 
816 Fifth Avenue 
New York 21, New York 
One page of mimeographed information describing in brief 
the celebrations of two religious denominations in Yugo-
slavia, the Serbian Orthodox Church and the Roman Cath-
olic Church in their traditional way. 
~0 
RECORDl"NGS 
A Christmas Carol. Columbia I~asterworks. Album IVI521. 78 
Twenty-five minutes playing time. 
Basil Rathbone as Scrooge. Very little music, More stress 
on the narrative. A good recording of Dickens' famil i ar 
Christmas story. 
A Christmas Carol. Decca Album. 40107. 78. Twenty-five 
minutes playing time. Adapted by Charles Wells. 
Musical Director, Victor Young. 
Ronald Colman as Scrooge. Music interspersed; The First 
Noel, Silent Night, Jingle Bells. Not too much emphasis 
on the story. 
A Festival of Carols. London Label LPS267. Choir of West-
minster-xbbey 33 1/3 RPM. Twenty-five minutes of music. 
Songs recorded are: 
0, Come All Ye Faithful The Holly And The Ivy 
V'lhence Is That Goodly Feeling Lullav Iviy Liking 
Good · King ~venceslas See Amid The Wi nter's Snow 
Come, Rock The Cradle For Him In Dulci Jubilo 
Included because of the little-known songs but is not too 
clear a recording. 
Christmas Carols. Westminster. 7871. 33 1/3 RPI'-'1 . Randolph 
Singers. Thirty minutes. 
A Merry Christmas Deck The Hall 
It Came Upon The Midnight Clear Cradled In A Iv'ianger 
Good King Wenceslas Sing We Noel Once More 
We Three Kings How Far Is It To Bethlehem 
Away In A Manger The Twelve Days Of Christmas 
Harkl The Herald Angels Sing Jesusl Jesus! Rest Your Head 
The Coventry Carol Fum! .Fum! Fumi 
Boar's Head Carol I ·wonder As I 'vvander 
Joy To The World Wassail Song 
Cantique de Noel 0 Come, 0 Come, Emmanuel 
English, French, Welsh and Traditional Carols. Vocal. 
Twenty carols. Good variety. 
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Christmas Songs. RCA Victor. LCT 1121. 33 1/3 RP:tvi. A Red 
Seal Recording. Songs by the late John McCormack and 
Enrico Caruso. Forty minutes of music. 
Cantique de Noel - Caruso 
Ave ~~ria - Caruso 
Pieta Signore - Caruso 
Domine Deus - Caruso 
Hosanna - Caruso 
Panis Angelicus - McCormack 
Because Angels Guard Thee - McCormack 
Ave :fl.'laria - McCormack , 
Adeste Fidelis - lvlcCormack 
Sung in French, Latin, Italian and English. An excellent 
recording that would be an asset to a holiday program. 
Christmas Hymns and Carols. RCA Victor. Two Volumes Ll'Vlll2-
LM1711, 33 1/3 RPM. Robert Shaw Chorale. Ninety 
minutes of music including forty hymns and carols. 
Volume I includes the best known and Volume II the un-
familiar music. 
Volume I: 
Joy 'ro The World 
It Came Upon The Midnight Clear 
Angels Vle Have Heard On High - French 
0 Come, 0 Come, Emmanuel 
0 Little Town of Bethlehem 
Silent Night - Austrian 
0 Come, All Ye Faithful - Portuguese 
Luther's Cradle Hymn - German 
God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen - English 
We Three Kings - American 
The .First Noel- English 
Harkl The Herald Angels Sing - German 
Shepherd's Carol - Early American 
Coventry Carol - English 
Patapan - French 
My Dancing .Day 
I ltJonder As I '~fander - Spiritual 
Bring A Torch, Jeannette, Isabelle - French 
Carol Of The Bells - Russian 
Lo, How A Rose E'er Blooming - German 
Go Tell It On The I~lountain - Spiritual 
I Sing Of A Maiden 
Echo Hymn - German 
\'/assail Song - 1'raditional 
Deck The Hall - Welsh 
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Volume II: 
\ I Saw Three Ships - English 
0 Tannenbaum - German 
Allon, gay, gay, Bergeres - French 
The Holly And The Ivy - English 
Fum, .Fum, :[i,um - Spanish 
Hacia Belen - Spanish 
Va Viene La Vie3a - Spanish 
La Virgin Lara Panales - Spanish 
The Cherry Tree Carol - English 
Mary Had A Baby - "English 
So Blest A Sight - English 
How Unto Bethlehem - Italian 
A Virgin Unspotted - English 
The Twelve Days Of Christmas - English 
Good King Wenceslas - English 
The Boar's Head Carol - English 
Christ Was Born On Christmas Day - English 
How Far Is It To Bethlehem - English 
March Of The Kings - English 
Here, Iviid The Ass And The Oxen - F'rench 
Touro, Lauro, Lauro - English 
Carol Of The Bells - Spanish 
0 Magnum, Mysterium - Italian 
~~at Child Is This? - English 
Break Forth, 0 Beauteous - English 
Heavenly Light - German 
Good for language clubs, groups with foreign backgrounds 
or European History classes. 
Christmas 'Round The World. Columbia Album B-321 . 7S. The 
Ivla riners. Twenty-five minutes of vocal music. 
Angel And The Shepherd - Dutch 
Bag Pipers' Carol - Italian 
Bring A Torch, Jeannette Isabel - French 
Go Tell It On The Mountain - Spiritual 
Jesus, Jesus, Rest Your Head - German 
Never Was A Child So Lovely 
The Pilgrims - Mexico 
Rise Up Shepherds And Follow 
Lo, How A Rose E'er Blooming 
Starlight Carol - Swedish 
I Wash My Face In A Golden Vase 
A gayer recording including songs not found in other albums. 
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Christmas with The TrapT Family Singers. Decca ED-1200.7a. 
The Trapp Family. hirty minutes of vocal music. 
Angelus and Pastores 
In Nativitate Domini 
The Christmas Nightingale 
Puer Natis est Nobis 
I Sing Of A Maiden 




Quem Pastores Laudavere 
Beata Viscera 
El Rorro 
Pastores a Belan 
Christmas Rose 
Angels We Have Heard On High 
Bring Your Torches, Jeannette, 
Isabelle 
From Heaven High 
Quittez Pasteurs 
A delightful concert by t he famous Trapp family. Songs 
from many lands, mostly religious but enough gay songs 
for balance. 
1\IIa r i o Lanza Sings Christmas Songs. RCA Victor. Df..T-1649 78RPrvi . 
J eff Alexander Choir 
Th e Lord's Prayer 
The First Noel 
Adeste Fideles 
Away In A Manger 
We Three Kings Of Orient Are 
0 Little Town Of Bethlehem 
Silent Night 
Guardian Angel 
Christmas in Poland. RCA Victor. 3172. Schola Cantorum Choir . 
Songs in Polish by Choir 
Polish Christmas Songs. RCA Vic t or. 3172. Schola Cantorum 
Choir. 
Religious Songs by the Cantorum Choir in Polish. 
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FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS 
Christmas Around the World. Methodist Publishing Co. 1950. 
Available on loan from the University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, Mass. 78 R P M standard. 35 mm sound film-strip. 
Thirty-eight frames. Cue sheet provided. Includes Bel-
gium, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, -Romania, Serbia, 
Syria, Palestine, India, China , Philippine Islands, 
Australia, Brazil and Mexico. Beautiful colors and 
figures. Each frame is in reality a custom of a country. 
Narrated by Mary Bloker. Four records. Frames change as 
narrator speaks. Native holiday background music. Twenty 
to twenty-five minutes. 
Christmas in Puerto Rico. 287 Fourth Avenue, New York , New 
York. Congregat ional Christian Churches, 1948. 
Nineteen frames. Color, Silent. Many frames show tropi-
cal scenery of the area. Children are seen preparing for 
the celebration of Three Kings' Day. Too short to give 
an accurate picture of the holiday customs of Puerto Rico. 
Eight to ten minutes. 
Christmas in Sweden. 62 West Forty-fifth Street, New York , 
New York. -y950. rilms of the Nations. 
One and a half reels. 16 mm sound. Bl~ck and white or 
color. Shows an average Swedish family celebrating 
Christmas in accordance with age-old traditions. Pre-
paration of holiday dishes and a Christmas service in 
church are seen. American narration. Fourteen minutes. 
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